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DEFORMATION AND RIGIDITY RESULTS FOR THE 2k-RICCI
TENSOR AND THE 2k-GAUSS-BONNET CURVATURE
TIAGO CAU´LA, LEVI LOPES DE LIMA, AND NEWTON LUIS SANTOS
Abstract. We present several deformation and rigidity results within the
classes of closed Riemannian manifolds which either are 2k-Einstein (in the
sense that their 2k-Ricci tensor is constant) or have constant 2k-Gauss-Bonnet
curvature. The results hold for a family of manifolds containing all non-flat
space forms and the main ingredients in the proofs are explicit formulae for
the linearizations of the above invariants obtained by means of the formalism
of double forms.
1. Introduction
In Riemannian Geometry it is natural to consider invariants constructed out of
the curvature tensor by means of natural algebraic constructions (such as tensor
products followed by contractions), the simplest of these being of course the Ricci
tensor and the scalar curvature. From this point of view, the problem of determining
the Riemannian structures with the property that one such invariant is constant in
a suitable sense stands out by its evident naturality. The purpose of this paper is
precisely to present some deformation and rigidity results in the context of some
Riemannian invariants with the above kind of structure.
The class of invariants considered here depend on the curvature in a polynomial
fashion and are in a sense the simplest such examples. In fact, they can be described
by means of the concept of double form, which is simply an element of the bi-graded
algebra
A•,•(X) = A•(X)⊗D(X) A
•(X),
where X is a smooth manifold, D(X) is the ring of smooth functions on X and
A•(X) = ⊕r≥0A
r(X)
is the graded D(X)-algebra of differential forms; see Section 2 for further details.
Notice that if g is a Riemannian metric on X then g ∈ A1,1(X) and its curvature
tensor Rg ∈ A2,2(X). Moreover, there exists a natural contraction operator cg,
which is actually the (pointwise) adjoint of multiplication by g with respect to the
inner product on forms. With this terminology at hand, the Ricci tensor of g can
be expressed as
Ricg = cgRg,
so it is natural to consider, for k ≥ 1, the 2k-Ricci tensor given by
(1.1) R(2k)g = c
2k−1
g R
k
g ,
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an element of A1,1(X) which is symmetric in its entries. In this context, a metric
g is 2k-Einstein if it satisfies
(1.2) R(2k)g = λg,
for some constant λ. One should remark that, similarly to what happens in the
Einstein case (k = 1), this condition also admits a variational interpretation; see
Proposition 2.16 below.
The study of Einstein metrics is a honorable topic in Riemannian Geometry;
see [3] for a comprehensive introduction to the subject. In particular, it is well-
known that the corresponding moduli space always appears, for a closed smooth
manifold X , in finite dimensional families. Moreover, in some cases it is verified
that such structures display local rigidity phenomena; see [3] for a survey of such
results. This is the case, for instance, if (X, g) is a spherical space form, which can
be seen as an extension of a famous rigidity result due to Calabi [4], or if (X, g)
is a hyperbolic space form, which is a local generalization of a remarkable rigidity
theorem by Mostow [24].
The case k ≥ 2, however, is a bit more complicated, essentially due to the fact
that in general R
(2k)
g is homogeneous of degree k in Rg (or, equivalently, in the
second order derivatives of g), which implies that the principal symbol of the lin-
earization of (1.1) depends on Rg for k ≥ 2. This should be compared with the
case k = 1 mentioned above, where this symbol depends only on the derivatives
of g up to first order, so that the corresponding linearization is always elliptic in a
suitable gauge; in fact, this is precisely the information that leads to the finiteness
result mentioned above. But for k ≥ 2 the linearization is not elliptic in general and
the question of exhibiting examples of 2k-Einstein where ellipticity (with the con-
sequent local finiteness of the dimension of the moduli space) is restored, acquires
fundamental relevance.
In this work we single out a class of Riemannian manifolds for which this program
may be carried out in a satisfactory manner. More precisely, if n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ k <
n/2, let us denote by Hn,k the class of closed Riemanian manifolds (X, g) which
are 2k-Einstein and additionally meet the curvature condition
(1.3) Rk−1g = µkg
2k−2, µk 6= 0,
which actually means that the manifold in question has constant (2k− 2)-sectional
curvature in the sense of Thorpe; see Proposition 2.10. In particular, Hn,k contains
all space forms except the flat ones (i.e. those satisfying Rg = 0). Our first result
(Theorem 3.6) says that if (X, g) ∈ Hn,k then the corresponding moduli space of
2k-Einstein structures, denoted E(2k)(X), is finite dimensional at 〈g〉, the class of
g. This follows from the fact that the linearization of (1.1) in (X, g) is elliptic in a
suitable gauge. Actually, a much more precise result concerning the local structure
of E(2k)(X) around 〈g〉 is obtained in Theorem 3.14. Also, this information is com-
plemented with Theorem 3.8, which provides examples of manifolds in Hn,k which
are rigid, as 2k-Einstein structures, under a certain assumption on the eigenvalues
of
◦
Rg, the natural action of Rg on A1,1(X). This subclass of examples includes
in particular all nonflat space forms (Corollary 3.13), so that the classical rigidity
results mentioned above are shown to admit extensions to the 2k-Einstein context.
Remark 1.1. For spherical space forms, the above results were previously proved in
[7]. Also, it is proved in Proposition 4.5 below that, in the presence of (1.3), being
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2k-Einstein is equivalent to being Einstein. Thus, the results above can be seen
as generalizations of those established in [7] to Einstein manifolds with constant
(2k − 2)-sectional curvature.
A further contraction of R(2k) yields the so-called 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature,
(1.4) S(2k)g =
1
(2k)!
cgR
(2k)
g ,
a scalar invariant of g which is homogeneous of degree k in its second order deriva-
tives. These invariants are notably ubiquitous in Differential Geometry, appearing
for instance in Weyl’s expression for the volume of tubes [11] and Chern’s kinematic
formulae [5] for quermassintegrals. Notice that S
(2)
g = κg/2, where κg = cgRicg is
the scalar curvature of g. Now, classically, the scalar curvature plays a fundamental
role in Conformal Geometry, in connection with the famous Yamabe problem [19].
It is thus natural to formulate the corresponding problem for the Gauss-Bonnet
curvatures: given a metric g in X , is there g′ conformal to g so that S
(2k)
g′ is con-
stant? This problem, which admits a nice variational characterization (Proposition
2.17), has been considered so far in case g is locally conformally flat [20] [13], for
it is then equivalent to the σk-Yamabe problem (Proposition 6.1). In this work
we present new examples of manifolds (X, g) with non-null Weyl tensor for which
the problem has a positive solution. More precisely, if H′n,k represents the subclass
of manifolds (X, g) in Hn,k isometrically distinct from round spheres, then it is
shown in Theorem 6.3) that any metric sufficiently close to g is conformally equiv-
alent to a metric with constant 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature. We remark that the
corresponding result for space forms has been previously verified in [8].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the basic properties of
the Riemannian invariants mentioned above. The deformation and rigidity results
for 2k-Einstein structures are stated in Section 3 and proved in Section 5. This
uses the expression for the linearization of (1.1) obtained in Section 4. Finally, the
deformation result (the local Yamabe problem) for the Gauss-Bonnet curvatures is
presented in Section 6 and proved in Section 8. Again, this uses an expression for
the linearization of S
(2k)
g obtained in Section 7.
2. The 2k-Ricci tensors and the Gauss-Bonnet curvatures
In this section we review the definition of an array of Riemannian invariants that
generalize the Ricci tensor Ricg, the scalar curvature κg and the Einstein tensor
(2.1) Eg = Ricg −
κg
2
g
of a Riemannian manifold (X, g) and collect their basic properties. As always, we
assume that X is closed. Also, we adhere to the sign conventions of [3].
In what follows, T (r,s)(X) = Γ(⊗(r,s)X) is the space of smooth tensors of type
(r, s), so that Sr(X) ⊂ T (r,0)(X) will denote the space of symmetric covariant
tensors of degree r and Ar(X) ⊂ T (r,0)(X) is the space of differential r-forms.
More generally, if E is a metric vector bundle over X endowed with a compatible
connection, we represent by Ar(X ; E) the space of E-valued r-forms over X . We
also recall the divergence operator δg : S
r(X)→ Sr−1(X) given by
(δgT )i2···ir = −g
ij∇iTji2···ir = ∇iT
i
i2···ir ,
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where ∇iT = ∇∂iT is the covariant derivative. We also remark that twice contrac-
tion of the differential Bianchi identity yields
δgRicg +
dκg
2
= 0,
or equivalently, the Einstein tensor is divergence free:
(2.2) δgEg = 0.
Our aim now is to point out the existence of a natural family of divergence free
tensors L
(2k)
g ∈ S2(X), 1 ≤ k ≤ [(n − 1)/2], the so-called Lovelock tensors, which
generalize the Einstein tensor in the sense that L
(2)
g is proportional to Eg.
Recall that given a vector field z ∈ X (X) := T (0,1)(X) and a local volume
element Ω, we have
dizΩ = dizΩ + izdΩ = LzΩ = (div z)Ω,
where iz is contraction with z and Lz is Lie derivative. In this way, the correspon-
dence z ↔ ω = izΩ defines an isomorphism between T ∗X = TX and Λn−1(X)
so that δgz = 0 if and only if dω = 0. Similarly, the correspondence z1 ⊗ z2 ↔
iz1Ω ⊗ iz2Ω defines an isomorphism between ⊗
(0,2)(X) and Λn−1(X) ⊗ Λn−1(X),
the bundle of (n−1)-forms taking values on (n−1)-forms, which is well defined even
if X is not orientable. Moreover, if Sym2(X) ⊂ ⊗(0,2)(X) is the space of symmetric
(0, 2)-tensors then we get an isomorphism between Sym2(X) and Sym2(Λn−1(X)),
where, by definition, η ∈ Sym2(Λr(X)) ⊂ Λr(X)⊗ Λr(X) if and only if
η(v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vr ⊗ w1 ∧ . . . ∧ wr) = η(w1 ∧ . . . ∧wr ⊗ v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vr).
In what follows, we shall write
S2(Λr(X)) = Γ(Sym2(Λr(X))).
A simple computation shows that T ∈ S2(X) satisfies δgT = 0 if and only if
the corresponding section η ∈ S2(Λn−1(X)) ⊂ An−1(X,Λn−1(X)) meets d∇η = 0,
where d∇ is the standard exterior covariant derivative. Noticing that g ∈ S2(X) =
S2(Λ1(X)) and R ∈ S2(Λ2(X)), let us define
(2.3) L˜(2k)g = Rg∧
k times
· · · ∧Rg ∧ g ∧ · · · ∧ g ∈ S
2(Λn−1(X)), 1 ≤ k ≤
[
n− 1
2
]
.
Since d∇g = 0 (metric compatibility) and d∇Rg = 0 (Bianchi identity), we see that
d∇L˜
(2k)
g = 0, so that the corresponding tensor L
(2k)
g ∈ S2(X) satisfies δgL
(2k)
g = 0.
These are precisely the Lovelock tensors [21].
Example 2.1. Assume that Xn →֒ Rn+1 isometrically and let A ∈ S2(X) be the
corresponding Weingarten map. Then the Gauss equation says that R = 12A ∧ A
and (2.3) becomes
L˜(2k) =
1
2k
A∧
2k
· · · ∧A ∧ g ∧ · · · ∧ g.
A computation shows that
L(2k) = cn,kP2k,
where Pr = SrI−Pr−1A is the Newton tensor of order r and Sr is the rth-elementary
symmetric function in the eigenvalues of A. In particular, if r = 2 we have S2 = κ/2
and P1A = S1A−A2 = Ric, so that P2 = −E.
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Remark 2.2. The Lovelock tensors admit a local expansion of the form
(2.4) (L(2k)g )
i
j = dn,kδ
ii1i2...i2k−1i2k
jj1j2...j2k−1j2k
Rj1j2i1i2 . . . R
j2k−1j2k
i2k−1i2k
,
where dn,k is a universal constant, δ is the generalized Kronecker delta and R
ij
kl are
the coefficients of Rg ∈ T (2,2)(X) with respect to a local orthonormal frame. Thus,
L
(2)
g is proportional to the Einstein tensor, as desired. Moreover, given a metric
g in X , it is proved in [21] that the Lovelock tensors span the space of natural,
second order and divergence free elements (with respect to g) in S2(X); see [25] for
a modern proof.
It turns out that the above concepts can be reformulated in terms of the notion of
double form. Let us start by considering a smooth manifold X of dimension n ≥ 3
and recalling that Ar(X) is a module over the ring D(X) of smooth functions
defined on X .
Definition 2.3. The space of double forms of bi-degree (r, s) is given by
Ar,s(X) = Ar(X)⊗D(X) A
s(X).
Equivalently,
Ar,s(X) = Γ(Λr,s(X)),
where
Λr,s(X) = Λr(X)⊗ Λs(X).
We also set
A•,•(X) = ⊕r,s≥0A
r,s(X).
We thus see that A•,•(X) is a bi-graded associative algebra, the so-called algebra
of double forms.
For instance, any bilinear form on tangent vectors is a (1, 1)-form. In particular,
a Riemannian metric g on X is a (1, 1)-form. Moreover, the curvature tensor Rg of
g can be seen as a (2, 2)-form. In fact, if we define Cr(X) ⊂ Ar,r(X) as being the
space of (r, r)-forms satisfying the symmetry condition
ω(x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xr ⊗ y1 ∧ . . . ∧ yr) = ω(y1 ∧ . . . ∧ yr ⊗ x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xr),
then any bilinear form (g, in particular) lies in C1(X), and Rg ∈ C2(X)
1. Detailed
accounts of the theory of double forms can be found in [16], [17] and [11].
Notice that multiplication by the metric defines a linear map g : Ar−1,s−1(X)→
Ar,s(X). Also, the contraction operator cg : A
r,s(X)→ Ar−1,s−1(X) is given by
(cgω)(x1∧. . .∧xr−1⊗y1∧. . .∧yr−1) =
∑
i
ω(ei∧x1∧. . .∧xr−1⊗ei∧y1∧. . .∧yr−1),
where {ei} is a local orthonormal frame. It is easily shown that g and cg are adjoints
to each other with respect to the natural inner product defined in
Λ•,•(X)p = ⊕r,s≥0Λ
r,s(X)p, p ∈ X.
1In this notation, C1(X) = S2(X).
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Moreover, these operators satisfy the following commutation rule, established in
[17]: for η ∈ Ar,s(X) there holds
1
m!
clgg
mη =
1
m!
gmclgη +
+
min{l,m}∑
q=1
Clq
q−1∏
i=0
(n− r − s+ l −m− i)
gm−q
(m− q)!
cl−qg η,(2.5)
where Clq is the usual binomial coefficient. In particular, the following special case
deserves some attention:
(2.6) cggη = gcgη + (n− r − s)η, η ∈ A
r,s(X).
Remark 2.4. Using the language of double forms, that a Riemannian manifold
(X, g) has constant sectional curvature µ ∈ R is equivalent to the validity of the
identity Rg =
µ
2 g
2.
The contraction operator can be used to rewrite the Ricci tensor and the scalar
curvature of (X, g) as Ricg = cgRg and κg = c
2
gRg. This motivates the following
definition.
Definition 2.5. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2 we define the 2k-Ricci tensor and the 2k-Gauss-
Bonnet curvature, respectively, by
(2.7) R(2k)g = c
2k−1
g R
k
g , S
(2k)
g =
1
(2k)!
c2kg R
k
g .
Accordingly, it is now possible to rewrite the Lovelock tensor, up to a universal
constant, as L
(2k)
g = c′n,kJ
(2k)
g , where
(2.8) J (2k)g =
R
(2k)
g
(2k − 1)!
− S(2k)g g.
This emphasizes the similarity with the Einstein tensor in (2.1).
The following definition plays a central role in this work.
Definition 2.6. [17] We say that (X, g) is 2k-Einstein if there exists a smooth
function λ on X such that
(2.9) R(2k)g = λg.
Thus, 2-Einstein means precisely that (X, g) is Einstein in the usual sense. We
will see in Proposition 2.16 that if X is closed then 2k-Einstein metrics are critical
points for the Hilbert-Einstein-Lovelock functional given by
F (2k)(g) =
∫
X
S(2k)g νg,
restricted to the spaceM1(X) of unit volume metrics on X . Here, νg is the volume
element of g. In particular, examples of 2k-Einstein manifolds include space forms
and isotropically irreducible homogeneous manifolds [3]. Moreover, if 2k = n then
any metric on X is 2k-Einstein, since in this case S
(n)
g is, up to a constant, the
Gauss-Bonnet integrand. Thus, we may assume from now on that n > 2k.
Proposition 2.7. If n > 2k and (X, g) is 2k-Einstein then λ is constant. In
particular, S
(2k)
g is constant.
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Proof. Notice that δgJ
(2k)
g = 0 means that
δgR
(2k) + (2k − 1)!dS(2k) = 0,
and combining this with (2.9) we then see that the function
µ = λ− (2k − 1)!S(2k)
is constant. On the other hand, since
(2.10) trgR
(2k)
g = 〈c
2k−1
g R
k
g , g〉 = c
2k
g R
k
g = (2k)!S
(2k)
g ,
we have, again by (2.9),
(2.11) λ =
(2k)!
n
S(2k)g ,
and the result follows. 
Example 2.8. Examples of 2k-Einstein manifolds appear as black hole solutions
in Lovelock gravity [6]. For instance, the manifold R× I × Rn−1 with coordinates
(t, r, θ), where I ⊂ (0,+∞) is an interval, carries such a metric, namely,
g = ±F (r)dt2 + g0,
where
g0 = F (r)
−1dr2 + r2dΘ2,
dΘ2 is the round metric in Sn−1 and
F (r) = 1 + ǫr2 − 2mr2−
n
k .
Here, m ∈ R is the ‘total mass’ of the solution and ǫ = 0 or ǫ = ±1 (for a non-
vanishing cosmological constant). We also note that the Riemannian metric g0 on
the space-like slice t = 0 has constant 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature. For k = 1 we
recover the so-called Schwarzschild-type solutions of Einstein gravity.
The formalism of double forms can also be used to single out a class of Riemann-
ian manifolds that will play a central role in this work.
Definition 2.9. [28] Given k ≥ 2, we say that (X, g) has (2k − 2)-constant secc-
tional curvature if there exists µk ∈ R such that
(2.12) Rk−1 = µkg
2k−2.
The case k = 2 corresponds to space forms; see Remark 2.11. In general, the
condition (2.12) can be geometrically interpreted in the following way. Given a
tangent (2k − 2)-plane p ⊂ TpX , p ∈ X , there exists a neighborhood U ⊂ p
containing the origin such that expp U ⊂ X is an embedded submanifold which is
totally geodesic at p. In this way, we can associate to each p the (2k − 2)-Gauss-
Bonnet curvature of expp U at p, which turns out to be an invariant of (X, g) at p,
termed the (2k−2)-sectional curvature of X at p in the direction of p, and denoted
by K(p, p)2.
Proposition 2.10. [28] For a Riemannian manifold (X, g), (2.12) happens if and
only if K(p, p) does not depend on the pair (p, p).
2In the literature, this invariant is also called the Lipschitz-Killing curvature.
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We denote byM(X) the set of smooth Riemannian metrics on X and byM1(X)
the subset of unit volume metrics. With respect to the C∞ compact-open topology,
M(X) is an open convex cone which has M1(X) as a basis. In particular, if
g ∈ M(X) and h ∈ S2(X) then g + th ∈ M(X) if t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) with ǫ > 0 small
enough. In this way, if g 7→ Bg is a Riemannian invariant (taking values in some
open subset of the space of sections of some vector bundle) it makes sense to define
its linearization at g in the direction of h by
(2.13) B˙gh = lim
t→0
Bg+th −Bg
t
.
The following proposition describes the well-known formulae for the lineariza-
tions of the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature. For this we need to introduce
the Lichnerowicz Laplacian, ∆L : S
2(X)→ S2(X),
(2.14) ∆Lh = ∇
∗∇h+Ricg ◦ h+ h ◦ Ricg − 2
◦
Rgh,
where ∇∗∇ is the Bochner Laplacian,
(2.15) (h ◦ k)(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
h(x, ei)k(ei, y),
and
(2.16) (
◦
Rgh)(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
h(Rg(x, ei)y, ei),
with {ei} being an orthonormal frame. We also need the Bianchi operator βg :
S2(X)→ A1(X),
(2.17) βgh = δgh+
1
2
dtrgh.
Proposition 2.11. If g ∈ M(X) and h ∈ S2(X) then there holds
(2.18) R˙icgh =
1
2
(
∆Lh− L(βgh)♯g
)
,
where ω♯ ∈ X (X) is the vector field dual to ω ∈ A1(X) and L is Lie derivative.
Moreover,
(2.19) κ˙gh = ∆gtrgh+ δgδgh− 〈Ricg, h〉,
where ∆g is the metric Laplacian.
If D(X) is the group of smooth diffeomorphisms of X , then there exists a natural
action ξ : (R+ ×D(X))×M(X)→M(X),
ξ((t, φ), g) = t2φ∗g.
Obviously, two metrics in an orbit of this action have the same geometric properties.
We can also consider the restricted action ξ1 : D(X)×M(X)→M(X), with ξ1 =
ξ|{1}×D(X). We thus see that isometry classes of metrics correspond to elements of
M(X)/D(X) and globally homothetic classes of metrics correspond to elements of
M1(X)/D(X). The elements of M(X)/D(X) are called Riemannian structures.
A basic problem in Riemannian Geometry consists of understanding the set
of Riemannian structures in a given closed manifold X satisfying some geometric
condition (Einstein, 2k-Einstein, constant Gauss-Bonnet curvature, etc.). With
this goal in mind, it is crucial to understand the structure of the orbit space for the
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above actions. In fact, here we only need the infinitesimal picture so we start by
noticing that, at least formally, the tangent space to the orbit
O(g) = {ξ1(φ, g);φ ∈ D(X)}, g ∈ M(X),
is given by
TgO(g) = {Lω♯g;ω ∈ A
1(X)}.
Thus, TgO(g) = im δ
∗
g , where δ
∗
g : A
1(X)→ S2(X) is given by
δ∗gω =
1
2
Lω♯ .
The notation for δ∗g is justified by the fact that this is the L
2 adjoint of δg : S
2(X)→
A1(X).
Locally, we have
(δ∗gω)ij =
1
2
(∇iωj +∇jωi),
which implies that the principal symbol of δ∗g is injective (outside of the zero sec-
tion). It follows that δgδ
∗
g : S
2(X) → S2(X) is elliptic and an argument due to
Berger and Ebin [1] gives the decomposition
(2.20) S2(X) = im δ∗g ⊕ ker δg,
which is orthogonal with respect to the L2 inner product ( , ). Since TgM(X) =
S2(X), (2.20) says that the orthogonal complement of TgO(g) in TgM(X) is ker δg.
Remark 2.12. The operators δg, δ
∗
g and
◦
Rg appear in a Weitzenbo¨ck type decom-
position associated to the operator Sr : Ar(X)→ Ar+1(X) defined by
(Srη)(x1, · · · , xr+1) =
∑
i
(∇xiη)(x1, · · · , xˆi, · · · , xr+1)
and its adjoint
(S∗rη)(x1, · · · , xr) = −
∑
i
(∇eiη)(ei, x1, · · · , xr).
A straightforward computation gives
(S∗2S2 − S1S
∗
1)h = ∇
∗∇h+ 2
◦
Rgh− 2h ◦ Ricg, h ∈ S
2(X).
In particular, if δgh = 0 then
(2.21) S∗2S2h = ∇
∗∇h+ 2
◦
Rgh− 2h ◦ Ricg,
since S∗1 = δg. This formula plays a crucial role in our discussion of the rigidity of
2k-Einstein structures in Section 5.
Definition 2.13. A function F :M(X)→ R is a geometric functional if F(φ∗g) =
F(g), for g ∈ M(X) and φ ∈ D(X).
Thus, F is geometric if and only if it is constant along the orbits of the D(X)-
action on M(X). As important examples we single out the so-called Hilbert-
Einstein-Lovelock functionals:
(2.22) F (2k)(g) =
∫
X
S(2k)g νg.
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By using Sobolev norms, we can make sense of when a geometric functional F
is differentiable. In this case, for each g there exists ag ∈ S2(X) such that
F˙gh = (ag, h), h ∈ S
2(X).
We set ag = gradFg, the gradient of F at g.
It turns out that the Lovelock tensors in (2.8) are the gradients of the Hilbert-
Einstein-Lovelock functionals, a result due to Lovelock [21].
Proposition 2.14. [21][17] In the notation above,
(2.23) gradF (2k)g = −J
(2k)
g .
Proof. It is shown in [17] that
S˙(2k)g h = −
1
2(2k − 1)!
〈R(2k)g , h〉+ divgω,
for some ω ∈ A1(X). On the other hand, the classical Liouville formula says that
(2.24) ν˙gh =
1
2
trghνg,
and the result follows. 
The following proposition generalizes (2.2) and illustrates the importance of the
decomposition (2.20) in the theory of geometric functionals.
Proposition 2.15. If F is a differentiable geometric functional then its gradient
is divergence free:
(2.25) δggradFg = 0, g ∈M(X).
In particular,
(2.26) δgJ
(2k)
g = 0.
Proof. Obvious in view of (2.20). 
In the remainder of this section, we will use Proposition 2.14 to verify that the
conditions of being 2k-Einstein or having 2k-Gauss-Bonnet constant curvature both
admit a variational interpretation; see [17], [18] and [21]. For this purpose we define
the normalized Hilbert-Einstein-Lovelock functionals F˜ (2k) :M(X)→ R,
F˜ (2k)(g) =
F (2k)(g)(∫
X
νg
)n−2k
2
.
Note that F˜ (2k) is invariant under scalings. Moreover, given a volume element µ in
X , set
Nµ = {g ∈ M1(X);µg = µ}.
Proposition 2.16. The following statements with respect to a metric g ∈ M1(X)
are equivalent:
(1) (X, g) is 2k-Einstein;
(2) g is a critical point of F˜ (2k);
(3) g is a critical point of F (2k) restricted to M1(X);
(4) g is a critical point of F (2k) restricted to Nµg .
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Proof. The equivalence between the second and third item is obvious. On the other
hand, note that
TgM1(X) = {h ∈ S
2(X); (g, h) = 0}
and
TgNµg = {h ∈ S
2(X); trgh = 0}.
Thus, g is a critical point of F (2k)|M1(X) (respectively, F
(2k)|Nµg ) if and only if the
orthogonal projection of gradF (2k) = −J (2k) onto TgM1(X) (respectively, TgNµg )
vanishes. In both cases, there exists a function λ in X such that R
(2k)
g = λg. The
result is now a consequence of Proposition 2.7. 
If g ∈ M(X), we denote by [g] = {fg; f ∈ D(X), f > 0} the class of conformal
metrics to g. Moreover, if g ∈ M1(X), we set
[g]1 =
{
g˜ ∈ [g];
∫
X
νg˜ = 1
}
.
Proposition 2.17. A metric g ∈M1(X) has constant 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature
if and only if g is a critical point for F (2k) restricted to [g]1.
Proof. Observe first that, at least formally,
(2.27) Tg[g] = {fg; f ∈ D(X)}
and
(2.28) Tg[g]1 =
{
fg ∈ Tg[g];
∫
X
fνg = 0
}
,
so that the criticality of g means that (J
(2k)
g , fg) = 0 for all such f . Equivalently,
(R(2k)g , fg) = (2k − 1)!(S
(2k)
g g, fg).
Recalling that 〈h, g〉 = trgh and using (2.10) we see that the criticality condition is
given by
2k
∫
X
S(2k)g fνg = n
∫
X
S(2k)g fνg,
and since 2k < n, ∫
X
S(2k)g fνg = 0.
Applying this to
f = S(2k)g −
∫
X
S(2k)νg,
it follows that ∫
X
(S(2k)g )
2νg =
(∫
X
S(2k)g νg
)2
,
that is, S(2k) is constant. 
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3. Deformation and rigidity of 2k-Einstein manifolds
In this section we will present some rigidity results for a class of 2k-Einstein
structures. Let X be a smooth, closed manifold of dimension n ≥ 5. The following
definition captures the concept of a 2k-Einstein structure.
Definition 3.1. The moduli space of 2k-Einstein structures in X is the quotient
space
E(2k)(X) =
E(2k)(X)
R+ ×D(X)
=
E
(2k)
1 (X)
D(X)
.
Here, E(2k)(X) ⊂M(X) is the set of 2k-Einstein metrics in X and E
(2k)
1 = E
(2k)∩
M1(X). In both cases the quotient map will be denoted by g 7→ 〈g〉 and each class
〈g〉 is a 2k-Einstein structure in X .
Thus, a fundamental problem in this context is to determine the structure of
E(2k)(X) for a given manifold X . As in the case k = 1, the first step would be to
describe the space of genuine infinitesimal deformations of 2k-Einstein structures.
More precisely, if 〈g〉 ∈ E(2k)(X) let 〈gt〉, t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ), a differentiable one-parameter
family of 2k-Einstein structures with g0 = g ∈ E(2k)(X). As usual, we will think
of this family as a deformation of 〈g〉. In this case, and similarly to what happens
in the Einstein case, the fact that each gt satisfies R
(2k)
gt = λtgt implies that
h =
d
dt
gt|t=0 ∈ S
2(X)
satisfies
(3.1) R˙(2k)g h = λh,
where λ = λ0. Moreover, since genuine infinitesimal deformations should be
transversal to the orbits of D(X), by (2.20) we must require that
(3.2) δgh = 0.
Also, since we can assume, without loss of generality, that gt ∈M1(X), we have as
a consequence of (2.24) that
(3.3)
∫
X
trghνg = 0.
At this point we are tempted to define the space of infinitesimal deformations of
〈g〉 by means of (3.1), (3.2) and(3.3). We will see, however, that the last condition
can be replace by an algebraic condition on h. The key point is the following
theorem of J. Moser.
Theorem 3.2. [23] If g1, g2 ∈ M1(X) then there exists φ ∈ D(X) such that
g1 = φ
∗g2.
In particular, D(X) acts transitively on the space of metrics with the same
volume element. For this reason, and taking Proposition 2.16, item 4, into account,
in order to understand the structure of E(2k)(X) in a neighborhood 〈g〉, it suffices
to consider the space of metrics
Ng = {g
′ ∈M1(X); νg′ = νg}
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with the same volume element as g, so that we will continue denoting by 〈g′〉 the
corresponding 2k-Einstein structure. But notice that, due to (2.24), (3.3) now is
replaced by
(3.4) trgh = 0.
This discussion motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.3. If (X, g) is 2k-Einstein, R
(2k)
g = λg, the space of infinitesimal
deformations of 〈g〉, denoted by ε
(2k)
〈g〉 , is the vector space of all elements h ∈ C
1(X) =
S2(X) such that
(3.5) R˙(2k)g h = λh,
and
(3.6) δgh = 0, trgh = 0.
Remark 3.4. If we define Ig = δ−1g (0) ∩ tr
−1
g (0) and
(3.7) C(2k)g = R˙
(2k)
g − λ
then ε
(2k)
〈g〉 = kerC
(2k)
g |Ig . In particular, since X is closed, ε
(2k)
〈g〉 has finite dimension
if C
(2k)
g |Ig is an elliptic operator.
It follows from (2.18) and (2.14) that C
(2)
g |Ig is always elliptic, that is, ε
(2)
〈g〉
has finite dimension for any (X, g) Einstein, a result due to Berger and Ebin [1].
However, if k ≥ 2 the corresponding result is not necessarily true in general, for
ε
(2k)
〈g〉 may be infinite dimensional for certain choices of (X, g), which reflects the fact
that C
(2k)
g |Ig might be of mixed type (not necessarily elliptic). In effect, consider
the Riemannian product X = M r × Tm, where M is an arbitrary Riemannian
manifold and Tm is a flat torus. If 2k > r then X is 2k-Einstein independently of
the metric in M , which shows that dim ε
(2k)
〈g〉 = +∞ in this case. This of course
reflects the fact, already mentioned in the Introduction, that the symbol of C
(2k)
g in
general depends on the curvature tensor Rg. In view of this, it is natural to look for
examples of 2k-Einstein structures (X, g) for which dim ε
(2k)
〈g〉 < +∞. Theorem 3.6
below presents an interesting class of 2k-Einstein structures for which this happens.
First we need a definition.
Definition 3.5. Given integers n and k with n ≥ 5 and 2 ≤ 2k < n, and µk 6= 0
a real number, we will denote by Hn,k the class of closed Riemannian manifolds
(Xn, g) of dimension n which are 2k-Einstein and have constant (2k − 2)-sectional
curvature, i.e satisfy
(3.8) Rk−1g = µkg
2k−2;
see Proposition 2.10.
Note that, as a consequence of Remark 2.11, the class Hn,k contains all non-flat
space forms. Our first result shows that for 2k-Einstein structures associated to
elements of Hn,k the degeneracy phenomenon observed above does not happen.
Theorem 3.6. If (X, g) ∈ Hn,k then ε
(2k)
〈g〉 is finite dimensional.
Next we discuss the rigidity of 2k-Einstein structures in the class Hn,k.
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Definition 3.7. A 2k-Einstein structure 〈g〉 ∈ E(2k)(X) is said to be infinitesimally
non-deformable if ε〈g〉 is trivial. Moreover, 〈g〉 is non-deformable if any deformation
〈gt〉, t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ), is trivial, that is, gt = φ∗t g, where φt ∈ D(X) with φ0 = idX .
Now define the constants
(3.9) αn,k =
kn− 5k + 2
n(kn+ k + 2− 2n)
and
(3.10) αn,k =
kn− 2k − 1
n(kn− 5k + n− 1)
,
which are always positive if k ≥ 2 and n ≥ 5. The next result establishes a
non-deformability criterium in terms of a certain assumption on the eigenvalues of
◦
Rg |tr−1g (0). For this we define
(3.11) a0 = inf
06=h∈tr−1g (0)
(
◦
Rgh, h)
‖h‖2
, a0 = sup
06=h∈tr−1g (0)
(
◦
Rgh, h)
‖h‖2
.
Theorem 3.8. If (X, g) ∈ Hn,k satisfies either a0 > αn,kκg or a0 < αn,kκg, where
κg = 2S
(2)
g is the scalar curvature of g, then 〈g〉 is infinitesimally non-deformable.
Corollary 3.9. If (X, g) is a space form with sectional curvature µ 6= 0 then 〈g〉
is infinitesimally non-deformable.
Proof. It suffices to observe that, due to Remark 4.7 below,
◦
Rh = −µh if trgh = 0,
so that a0 = a0 = −µ. Since κg = n(n− 1)µ, the result follows readily. 
Adapting an argument in [15] one easily verifies that 〈g〉 infinitesimally non-
deformable implies that 〈g〉 is non-deformable, which can be applied, in particular,
to the 2k-Einstein structures in Theorem 3.8. However, it is possible from the con-
clusion of this theorem to derive stronger rigidity properties for the given structure.
To explain this we recall that the decomposition (2.20) implies the existence of a
local slice Vg for the action of D(X) in M(X) in a neighborhood g; see [9].
Definition 3.10. The set of all 2k-Einstein structures in Vg is called the pre-moduli
space in a neighborhood of 〈g〉 and denoted by E
(2k)
g (X).
The moduli space itself, E(2k)(X), can be locally obtained from E
(2k)
g (X) after
passing to the quotient by the action of the isometry group of (X, g), which is
a compact Lie group. However, we shall completely ignore this issue and deal
directly with E
(2k)
g (X). In particular, the definition below captures the notion of
(local) rigidity of 2k-Einstein structures.
Definition 3.11. 〈g〉 is rigid if it is an isolated element in E
(2k)
g (X).
The next result provides examples of rigid 2k-Einstein structures.
Theorem 3.12. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.8, 〈g〉 is rigid.
Corollary 3.13. If (X, g) is a space form of sectional curvature µ 6= 0 then 〈g〉 is
rigid.
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Actually, Theorem 3.12 is a straightforward consequence of a more general result
that elucidates the local structure of E
(2k)
g (X), with 〈g〉 under the conditions of
Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.14. If 〈g〉 satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 then E
(2k)
g (X)
has, in a neighborhood of 〈g〉, the structure of an analytical subset contained in a
analytical manifold whose tangent space in 〈g〉 is precisely ε
(2k)
〈g〉 .
Remark 3.15. For the spherical case (µ > 0), Corollaries 3.9 and 3.13 were first
obtained in [7].
4. Linearizing the 2k-Ricci tensor
The proofs of the finiteness and rigidity results stated in the previous section
rely on a calculation of the operator C
(2k)
g defined in Remark 3.4 above, which by
its turn rests on the linearization of the 2k-Ricci map g ∈M(X) 7→ R
(2k)
g ∈ C1(X);
see Proposition 4.6 below. We start by recalling some preliminary results proved
in [16], [17] and [7].
For h ∈ C1(X) it is defined in [17] the linear mapping Fh : Cr(X) → Cr(X) as
follows: for any p ∈ X and {e1, . . . , en} an orthonormal basis of TpX diagonalizing
h, set
(Fhω)(ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eir , ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ ejr ) =
=
( r∑
k=1
h(eik , eik) +
r∑
k=1
h(ejk , ejk)
)
ω(ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ eip , ej1 ∧ . . . ∧ ejr ).
Consider also the operator D2 : C1(X)→ C2(X) given by
D2h(x1 ∧ x2, y1 ∧ y2) = ∇
2
y1,x1
h(x2, y2) +∇
2
x1,y1
h(x2, y2)
+∇2y2,x2h(x1, y1) +∇
2
x2,y2
h(x1, y1)
−∇2y1,x2h(x1, y2)−∇
2
x2,y1
h(x1, y2)
−∇2y2,x1h(x2, y1)−∇
2
x1,y2
h(x2, y1),(4.1)
where
∇2x,yh = ∇x∇yh−∇∇xyh
is the usual Hessian operator. The relevance of these concepts is illustrated by the
following lemma, proved in [17].
Lemma 4.1. The linearization of the curvature tensor is given by
(4.2) R˙gh = −
1
4
D2h+
1
4
Fh(Rg).
We show in Corollary 4.3 below that if (X, g) ∈ Hn,k then the second order term
in C
(2k)
g = R˙
(2k)
g − λ is completely determined by the first and second order con-
tractions of R˙g. Hence, in view of (4.2), it is crucial to determine such contractions
for D2h and Fh(Rg). Such a calculation has been carried out in [7].
Proposition 4.2. [7] For any metric g ∈M(X), and given h ∈ C1(X), the follow-
ing identities hold:
(1) If ∇∗∇ is the Bochner Laplacian acting on C1(X) then
(4.3) cgD
2h = −2∇∗∇h+ 2∇2trgh+ 4δ
∗
gδgh− (R
(2)
g ◦ h+ h ◦ R
(2)
g ) + 2
◦
Rgh;
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(2) If ∆g is the Laplacian associated to g then
(4.4) c2gD
2h = −4∆gtrgh− 4δgδgh;
(3) cgFh(Rg) = R
(2)
g ◦ h+ h ◦ R
(2)
g + 2
◦
Rgh;
(4) c2gFh(Rg) = 4〈R
(2)
g , h〉.
Here, R
(2)
g = Ricg is the Ricci tensor.
Corollary 4.3. The first and second order contractions of R˙gh are respectively
given by
(4.5) cgR˙gh =
1
2
(
∇∗∇h−∇2trgh− 2δ
∗
gδgh+ (R
(2)
g ◦ h+ h ◦ R
(2)
g )
)
and
(4.6) c2gR˙gh = ∆gtrgh+ δgδgh+ 〈R
(2)
g , h〉.
Remark 4.4. If g is Einstein, R
(2)
g =
κg
n
g, then
R(2)g ◦ h+ h ◦ R
(2)
g =
2κg
n
h,
from which we see that
cg(D
2h) = −2∇∗∇h+ 2∇2trgh+ 4δ
∗
gδgh−
2κg
n
h+ 2
◦
Rgh.
With these preliminaries at hand, we now turn to the context of Theorem 3.6,
so that (X, g) is a 2k-Einstein manifold with
(4.7) Rk−1g = µkg
2k−2, µk 6= 0.
Observe that if k = 1 the 2k-Einstein condition reduces to the usual Einstein case,
R
(2)
g = λg, while if k = 2, (4.7) means that (X, g) is a space-form; see Remark
2.11. This case has already been treated in [7] so we may assume from now on that
k > 2. Note that for metrics satisfying (4.7), (2.5) implies
R(2k)g = µkc
2k−1
g (g
2k−2Rg)
= (2k − 2)!µk
2k−2∑
r=1
C2k−1r
r−1∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)
g2k−2−r
(2k − 2− r)!
c2k−1−rg Rg
= (2k − 2)!µkC
2k−1
2k−3
2k−4∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)gc2gRg +
+(2k − 2)!µkC
2k−1
2k−2
2k−3∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)cgRg
= (2k − 1)!
2k−4∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)µk
(
(k − 1)κgg + (n− 2k)Rg
)
,
that is,
(4.8) R(2k)g =
(2k − 1)!(n− 3)!
(n− 2k)!
µk
(
(k − 1)κgg + (n− 2k)R
(2)
g
)
.
Proposition 4.5. If (X, g) ∈ Hn,k then:
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(1) (X, g) is 2k-Einstein if and only if it is Einstein;
(2) (X, g) has constant 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature if and only if it has constant
scalar curvature.
In particular, if (X, g) is 2k-Einstein, that is, R
(2k)
g = λg, then
(4.9) λ =
(2k)!
n
S(2k)g =
(n− 2)!(2k)!
(n− 2k)!2n
µkκg =
k(n− 2)
n
Cn,kµκg,
where
(4.10) Cn,k =
(2k − 1)!(n− 3)!
(n− 2k)!
.
Proof. The first item follows from (4.8). On the other hand, contracting both sides
of this expression and taking into account that cgg = n and cgR
(2)
g = κg,
cgR
(2k)
g = (2k)!S
(2k)
g =
(2k)!(n− 2)!
(n− 2k)!2
µkκg,
from which
(4.11) S(2k)g =
(n− 2)!
(n− 2k)!2
µkκg,
and the second item follows straightforwardly. 
We are finally in conditions to linearize the 2k-Ricci tensor under the assumption
(X, g) ∈ Hn,k. In view of (2.7) we get, for an arbitrary metric g,
(4.12) R˙(2k)g h = (2k − 1)(c˙gh)c
2k−2
g R
k
g + kc
2k−1
g R
k−1
g R˙gh,
which under (4.7) reduces to
R˙(2k)g h = (2k − 1)(c˙gh)c
2k−2
g (µg
2k−2Rg) + kc
2k−1
g µg
2k−2R˙gh
= (2k − 1)µ(c˙gh)c
2k−2
g (g
2k−2Rg) + kµc
2k−1
g g
2k−2R˙gh.(4.13)
We now identify the terms
(4.14) Agh = (2k − 1)µ(c˙gh)c
2k−2
g (g
2k−2Rg), Bgh = kµc
2k−1
g g
2k−2R˙gh,
in the above expression.
Let us start with the first one. Using (2.5),
c2k−2g (g
2k−2Rg) = g
2k−2c2k−2g Rg + (2k − 2)!×
×
2k−2∑
r=1
C2k−2r
r−1∏
i=0
(n− 4− i)
g2k−2−r
(2k − 2− r)!
c2k−2−rg Rg,
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and since k > 2 it follows that
c2k−2g g
2k−2Rg = (2k − 2)!
2k−2∑
r=1
C2k−2r
r−1∏
i=0
(n− 4− i)
g2k−2−r
(2k − 2− r)!
c2k−2−rg Rg
= (2k − 2)!C2k−22k−4
2k−5∏
i=0
(n− 4− i)
g2
2
c2gRg +
+(2k − 2)!C2k−22k−3
2k−4∏
i=0
(n− 4− i)gcgRg +
+(2k − 2)!C2k−22k−2
2k−3∏
i=0
(n− 4− i)Rg,
hence
c2k−2g g
2k−2Rg =
(2k − 2)!(n− 4)!
(n− 2k)!
[
(k − 1)(2k − 3)
g2
2
c2gRg +
+(2k − 2)(n− 2k)gcgRg + (n− 2k)(n− 2k − 1)Rg
]
=
(2k − 2)!(n− 4)!
(n− 2k)!
[
(k − 1)(2k − 3)S(2)g
g2
2
+
+(2k − 2)(n− 2k)gR(2)g + (n− 2k)(n− 2k − 1)Rg
]
.
Now observe that, by Proposition 4.5, item 1, g is Einstein, R
(2)
g =
κg
n
g, so that
the first two terms in the bracket contribute to
(k − 1)κg
n
(
(2k − 3)n+ 4(n− 2k)
)g2
2
=
(k − 1)(2kn+ n− 8k)κg
n
g2
2
,
which leads to
c2k−2g g
2k−2Rg =
(2k − 2)!(n− 4)!
(n− 2k)!
[ (k − 1)(2kn+ n− 8k)κg
2n
g2 +
+(n− 2k)(n− 2k − 1)Rg
]
.
Then applying c˙gh to this identity and comparing with (4.14) and (4.10), we obtain
(4.15)
Agh =
Cn,kµ
(n− 3)
[ (k − 1)(2kn+ n− 8k)κg
n
(c˙gh)
g2
2
+ (n− 2k)(n− 2k − 1)(c˙gh)Rg
]
,
that is, Agh has been determined up to the terms (c˙gh)g
2/2 and (c˙gh)Rg, which
we now analyze.
Initially, linearizing the identity cg(g
2/2) = (n− 1)g gives, after using (2.6),
(n− 1)h = (c˙gh)(g
2/2) + cggh
= (c˙gh)(g
2/2) + gcgh+ (n− 2)h,
whence
(4.16) (c˙gh)(g
2/2) = h− trghg.
On the other hand, since cgRg = R
(2)
g , it follows after linearization that
(4.17) (c˙gh)Rg = R˙
(2)
g h− cgR˙gh,
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and if we substitute (2.18) and (4.2) into the right-hand side, a cancelation yields
(4.18) (c˙gh)Rg = −
◦
Rgh,
so that if we take (4.16) and (4.18) to (4.15) we get
(4.19)
Agh =
Cn,kµ
(n− 3)
[ (k − 1)(2kn+ n− 8k)κg
n
(h− (trgh)g)− (n− 2k)(n− 2k− 1)
◦
Rgh
]
.
To determine Bgh we will use (2.5) with k > 1, an assumption implying in
particular that c2k−1g R˙gh = 0, because R˙gh ∈ C
2(X). Thus,
c2k−1g
(
g2k−2
(2k − 2)!
R˙gh
)
=
2k−2∑
r=1
C2k−1r
r−1∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)
g2k−2−r
(2k − 2− r)!
c2k−1−rg R˙gh
= (2k − 1)(k − 1)
2k−4∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)gc2gR˙gh+
+(2k − 1)
2k−3∏
i=0
(n− 3− i)cgR˙gh,
so that
c2k−1g g
2k−2R˙gh =
(2k − 1)!(n− 3)!
(n− 2k)!
(
(k − 1)(c2gR˙gh)g + (n− 2k)cgR˙gh
)
.
Thus, taking into account Corollary 4.3, we obtain
c2k−1g g
2k−2R˙gh = Cn,k
{
(k − 1)
[
∆gtrgh+ δgδgh+ 〈R
(2)
g , h〉
]
g +
+(n− 2k)
1
2
[
∇∗∇h−∇2trgh−
−2δ∗gδgh+R
(2)
g ◦ h+ h ◦ R
(2)
g
]}
,
which gives, after using the Einstein condition (see Proposition 4.5),
Bgh = kµkCn,k
{
(k − 1)
[
∆gtrgh+ δgδgh+
κg
n
trgh
]
g
+(n− 2k)
1
2
(
∇∗∇h−∇2trgh− 2δ
∗
gδgh+
2κg
n
h
)}
.
Hence, if we substitute (4.19) and (4.20) into (4.13) we obtain, after some simplifi-
cations, the expression for the linearization of the 2k-Ricci tensor of (X, g) ∈ Hn,k:
R˙(2k)g h = µCn,k
{
k(n− 2k)
1
2
(
∇∗∇h−∇gdtrg(h)− 2δ
∗
gδgh
)
+
+k(k − 1)
(
∆gtrg(h) + δgδgh
)
g +
+
κg
n
{
− (k − 1)
(
k +
n− 2k
n− 3
)
(trgh)g +(4.20)
+
(
k(n− 2) +
(k − 1)(n− 2k)
n− 3
)
h
}
−
−
(n− 2k)(n− 2k − 1)
(n− 3)
◦
Rgh
}
.
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In view of this the next result follows readily.
Proposition 4.6. If (X, g) ∈ Hn,h then
C(2k)g h = µkCn,k
{
k(n− 2k)
1
2
(
∇∗∇h−∇2trgh− 2δ
∗
gδgh
)
+
+k(k − 1)(∆gtrgh+ δgδgh)g +
+
(n− 2k)
(n− 3)
{
α(n, k)κgtrghg +
(k − 1)κg
n
h− (n− 2k − 1)
◦
Rgh
}
.
where α(n, k) depends only on n and k. In particular,
C(2k)g |tr−1g (0)h = µkCn,k
{
k(n− 2k)
1
2
(
∇∗∇h− 2δ∗gδgh
)
+
+k(k − 1)(δgδgh)g +
+
(n− 2k)
(n− 3)
( (k − 1)κg
n
h− (n− 2k − 1)
◦
Rgh
)}
,
and
(4.21) C(2k)g |Igh = µkk(n− 2k)Cn,k
{
1
2
∇∗∇h+ Pgh
}
,
where
(4.22) Pgh =
(k − 1)κg
nk(n− 3)
h−
(n− 2k − 1)
k(n− 3)
◦
Rgh.
Remark 4.7. If g has constant sectional curvature µ, so that its curvature tensor is
Rg =
µ
2 g
2, then κg = n(n − 1)µ, µk = µk−1/2k−1 and
◦
Rh = µ((trgh)g − h), thus
implying Pgh = µh. Consequently,
L(2k)g |Igh = µk(n− 2k)Cn,k
(
1
2
∇∗∇h+ µh
)
,
which retrieves a result previously obtained in [7].
5. Proving the rigidity theorems
In this section we will make use of the linearization formulae in Proposition 4.6
in order to prove the rigidity theorems stated in Section 3.
Observe that Theorem 3.6 is a straightforward consequence of (4.21), since ∇∗∇
is elliptic; see Remark 3.4. To prove Theorem 3.8, assume that (X, g) ∈ Hn,k and
let h ∈ ε
(2k)
〈g〉 , so that from (4.21) h satisfies
(5.1) ∇∗∇h+ 2Pgh = 0.
Also note that the Hodge Laplacian ∆∇ in S2(X) = A1(X ; Λ1(X)) admits the
Weitzenbo¨ck decomposition
(5.2) ∆∇h = ∇∗∇h−
◦
Rg h+ h ◦ Ricg;
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see [3]. Thus, using (5.1), (5.2), the fact that g is Einstein (by Proposition 4.5) and
(4.22), we obtain
0 ≤ ‖d∇h‖2 + ‖δ∇h‖2
=
((
∇∗∇−
◦
Rg +
κg
n
)
h, h
)
=
((
−2Pg−
◦
Rg +
κg
n
)
h, h
)
=
1
k(n− 3)
((
kn− 5k + 2
n
κg + (2n− k − 2− kn)
◦
Rg)
)
h, h
)
≤
1
k(n− 3)
((
kn− 5k + 2
n
κg + (2n− k − 2− kn)a0)
)
h, h
)
,
where we used that 2n− k− 2− kn < 0 if k ≥ 2. Hence, if h 6= 0 then it necessarily
holds that
kn− 5k + 2
n
κg + (2n− k − 2− kn) a0 ≥ 0,
that is,
a0 ≤ αn,kκg.
On the other hand, a similar reasoning with (5.2) replaced by (2.21) gives
0 ≤ ‖S2h‖
2
=
((
∇∗∇+ 2
◦
Rg −2
κg
n
)
h, h
)
=
((
−2Pg + 2
◦
Rg −2
κg
n
)
h, h
)
=
2
k(n− 3)
((
−
kn− 2k − 1
n
κg + (kn− 5k + n− 1)
◦
Rg)
)
h, h
)
≤
2
k(n− 3)
((
−
kn− 2k − 1
n
κg + (kn− 5k + n− 1) a0)
)
h, h
)
,
that is, h 6= 0 necessarily leads to
a0 ≥ αn,kκg.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.8.
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.14, from which Theorem 3.12 follows,
as already explained. Observe initially that the fact that the Lovelock tensor J
(2k)
g
is divergence free, for any metric g, can be expressed as
(5.3) δgR
(2k)
g + (2k − 1)!dS
(2k)
g = 0.
If we introduce the functional G :M1(X)→ C
1(X),
G(g) = R(2k)g −
(2k)!
n
A(2k)(g)g,
and the (2k)-Bianchi operator β
(2k)
g : C1(X)→ D1(X),
β(2k)g = δg +
1
2k
dtrg,
the next proposition follows immediately.
Proposition 5.1. The following properties hold:
(1) g is 2k-Einstein if and only if G(g) = 0;
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(2) If g is 2k-Einstein then G˙g = C
(2k)
g in C1(X).
(3) For every g, β
(2k)
g Gg = 0. In particular, if g is 2k-Einstein, β
(2k)
g G˙g = 0.
This proposition gives, in particular, the identification E
(2k)
1 (X) = G
−1(0). In
this context, the identity β
(2k)
g G˙g = 0 means that G˙g is not surjective, since every
u ∈ Im G˙g belongs to the kernel of the first order operator β
(2k)
g , which of course
reflects the diffeomorphism invariance of the 2k-Einstein condition. Obviously, this
is a serious complication when trying to use the Implicit Function Theorem to probe
the local structure of E
(2k)
g (X). A way out is to use Proposition 4.6 and consider,
for h ∈ tr−1g (0), the operator
C˜(2k)g h = C
(2k)
g h+ µCn,kk(n− 2k)δ
∗
gδgh− µCn,kk(k − 1)(δgδgh)g
= µk(n− 2k)Cn,k
{
1
2
∇∗∇h+ Pgh
}
.
Lemma 5.2. C˜
(2k)
g leaves invariant the subspace
TgM1(X) =
{
h ∈ C1(X);∈
∫
X
trghνg = 0
}
.
In particular, C˜
(2k)
g (TgM1(X)) is closed.
Proof. It is easy to see that trg
◦
Rg h = 〈R
(2)
g , h〉, so that the Einstein condition
implies
trgPgh = β(n, k)κgtrgh, β(n, k) =
n− k
nk(n− 3)
.
Since trg∇∗∇h = ∆gtrgh, it follows that
trgC˜
(2k)
g h = (n− 2k)kCn,kµ
(
1
2
∆gtrgh+ β(n, k)κgtrgh
)
,
from which ∫
X
trgC˜
(2k)
g h νg = (n− 2k)kCn,kβ(n, k)µκg
∫
X
trgh νg,
which proves the invariance of TgM1(X). The ellipticity of C˜
(2k)
g then implies that
C˜
(2k)
g (TgM1(X)) is closed. 
We now verify the constraints imposed on C˜
(2k)
g by the diffeomorphism invariance
of the 2k-Einstein condition. Using Proposition 5.1 and the identity trgδ
∗
gη = −δgη,
η ∈ A1(X), we get
β(2k)g C˜
(2k)
g h = µCn,kk(n− 2k)β
(2k)
g δ
∗
gδgh− µCn,kk(k − 1)β
(2k)
g [(δg(δgh))g]
= Cn,kk(n− 2k)µ
{
δg(δ
∗
gδgh) +
1
2k
dtrg(δ
∗
gδgh)
}
−
−Cn,kk(k − 1)µ
{
δg[(δg(δgh))g] +
1
2k
dtrg[(δg(δgh))g]
}
= Cn,kk(n− 2k)µ
{
δg(δ
∗
gδgh)−
1
2
d(δg(δgh))
}
,
so that setting Gg = δgδ
∗
g −
1
2dδg it follows that
(5.4) β(2k)g C˜
(2k)
g h = Cn,kk(n− 2k)µGg(δgh),
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with Gg being elliptic.
Now, (5.4) initially gives C˜
(2k)
g (TgVg) ⊂ kerβ
(2k)
g . Moreover, if k = C˜
(2k)
g h ∈
kerβ
(2k)
g , h ∈ TgM1(X), then δgh ∈ kerG, a space of finite dimension, and this
gives
C˜(2k)g (TgVg) ⊂ C˜
(2k)
g (TgM1(X) ∩ kerβ
(2k)
g ) ⊂ C˜
(2k)
g
(
TgM1(X) ∩ δ
−1
g kerG
)
.
As TgVg is closed and has finite dimension in TgM1(X)∩δ−1g kerG, it is easy to ver-
ify that C˜
(2k)
g (TgVg) is closed in C
(2k)
g
(
TgM1(X) ∩ δ−1g kerG
)
. Thus, C˜
(2k)
g (TgM1(X))
is closed in C˜
(2k)
g (TgM1(X) ∩ kerβ
(2k)
g ), which is closed in C1(X). We conclude
that, although C
(2k)
g = G˙g : TgVg → C1(X) is not surjective, its range is closed .
Hence, if π is the orthogonal projection of C1(X) onto C
(2k)
g (TgVg), the composition
π ◦G : Vg → Cg(TgVg), which is analytic, is a submersion in g. Thus, (π ◦G)−1(0) is
a real analytical manifold in a neighborhood of g having E
(2k)
g as its tangent space
in g. In this manifold, the mapping G is analytical so that the pre-moduli space
E2kg (X) = G
−1(0) is an analytic subset. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.14
and, therefore, of Theorem 3.12.
6. The Yamabe problem for Gauss-Bonnet curvatures
In this section we consider a generalization of the classical Yamabe problem,
namely, the Yamabe problem for the Gauss-Bonnet curvature S(2k). As explained
below, in the class of locally conformally flat manifolds this problem is equivalent to
the so-called σk-Yamabe problem and has already been considered under a certain
ellipticity assumption on the background metric (see [13], [20]). As a consequence
of a formula for the linearization of the Gauss-Bonnet curvature on (X, g) ∈ Hn,k
(see Proposition 7.1 below) we shall prove a local version of the Yamabe problem for
the Gauss-Bonnet curvatures in a neighborhood of a subclass ofHn,k which includes
all nonflat space forms, except for the round sphere. This gives, in particular, many
examples of background metrics with non-null Weyl tensor for which this Yamabe
type problem is affirmatively solved.
The classical Yamabe problem asks for the existence of a metric with constant
scalar curvature in each conformal class of metrics in a closed Riemannian manifold
of dimension n ≥ 3; see [19]. As it is evident from Proposition 2.17, this problem
is just the first in a series of variational problems in Conformal Geometry. More
precisely, it is also natural to consider the following problem:
Yamabe Problem for Gauss-Bonnet curvatures: given n ≥ 4, 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2
and a Riemannian manifold (Xn, g), does there exist g′ ∈ [g], such that S
(2k)
g′ is
constant?
Clearly, for k = 1 this reduces to the classical Yamabe problem. On the other
hand, the above general problem is related to another problem of Yamabe type
extensively studied recently. To see this, recall the following decomposition for the
curvature tensor:
(6.1) Rg = Ag ⊙ g +Wg,
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where Wg is the Weyl tensor and
(6.2) Ag =
1
n− 2
(
Ricg −
κg
2(n− 1)
)
g,
is the Schouten tensor. Since Wg is a conformal invariant, all the information
regarding conformal changes of metrics is encoded in Ag. Thus, if σk(Ag) denotes
the kth elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of Ag (understood as an
element of T (1,1)(X)) the following problem becomes rather natural:
σk-Yamabe Problem: given n ≥ 4, 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2 and a Riemannian manifold
(Xn, g), does there exist g′ ∈ [g], such that σk(Ag′ ) is constant?
Notice that since σ1(Ag) is a multiple of κg, this reduces to the classical Yamabe
problem for k = 1; see [29] for a nice introduction to the σk-Yamabe problem.
Actually, the Yamabe type problems above are completely equivalent in the class
of conformally flat manifolds. This follows from the proposition below, proved in
[18].
Proposition 6.1. If n ≥ 4, 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2 and (Xn, g) is a Riemannian manifold,
then
(6.3) S(2k)g =
(n− k)!k!
(n− 2k)!
σk(Ag) +
k−1∑
i=0
k!
i!(k − i)!(n− 2k)!
〈⋆gn−2k+iP ig ,W
k−i
g 〉,
where ⋆ is the natural extension of the Hodge star operator acting on A•,•(X). In
particular, if (X, g) is locally conformally flat (Wg = 0) then
(6.4) S(2k)g =
(n− k)!k!
(n− 2k)!
σk(Ag).
The σk-Yamabe problem for conformally flat manifolds (or, equivalently, the
Yamabe problem for the Gauss-Bonnet curvatures) were considered in [13] and
[20], assuming that the background metric satisfies a certain ellipticity condition.
The next theorem solves the Yamabe problem for the Gauss-Bonnet curvatures in
a neighborhood of Riemannian manifolds in the class Hn,k, except for the round
spheres, and provides many new examples of non-conformally flat manifolds for
which this problem is affirmatively solved.
Definition 6.2. Given n ≥ 4 and 1 ≤ k < n/2, let H′n,k be the complement of the
set of round spheres in Hn,k.
Thus, (X, g) ∈ H′n,k if and only if g is 2k-Einstein and satisfies
Rk−1g = µkg
2k−2, µk 6= 0,
with (X, g) being isometrically distinct from a round sphere. Observe that in this
case it follows from (4.11) that
S(2k)g =
(n− 2)!
(n− 2k)!2
µkκg,
and since g is Einstein by Proposition 4.5 we see that the 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curva-
ture of (X, g) is constant. Moreover, if (X, g0) ∈ H′n,k, D
+(X) denotes the set of
positive smooth functions in X and 1 : X → R is the function identically equal to
1.
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Theorem 6.3. Assume that 4 ≤ 2k < n and let (X, g0) ∈ H′n,k with vol(X, g0) =
ν. Then the space M
(2k)
ν (X) of the metrics in X with constant 2k-Gauss-Bonnet
curvature and volume ν has, in a neighborhood of g0, the structure of an ILH-
submanifold (of infinite dimension) of M(X). Moreover, the map ξ : D+(X) ×
M
(2k)
ν (X) → M(X), given by ξ(f, g) = fg, is ILH-smooth in a neighborhood of
(1, g0) and its derivative in (1, g0) is an isomorphism. In particular, there exists
a neighborhood U of g0 in M(X) such that any metric in U is conformal to some
metric whose 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature is constant.
For the ILH terminology we refer to [26]. We also mention that the proof of this
theorem is inspired on an argument due to N. Koiso [14], where a similar result has
been proved in the case k = 1 for a class of manifolds containing H′n,k.
Remark 6.4. The local Yamabe type result in Theorem 6.3 does not hold true in
case g0 is the round metric on the sphere. Indeed, if we pull-back g0 using the flow
of a conformal vector field we get a one-parameter family of metrics with the same
Gauss-Bonnet curvature and volume.
7. Linearizing the Gauss-Bonnet curvature
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 6.3 is a formula for the linearization
of the 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature at Riemannian manifolds in the class Hn,k; see
Proposition 7.1 below. We start by observing that, by Definition 2.5,
S(2k)g =
1
(2k)!
c2kg R
(k)
g ,
from which we obtain
S˙(2k)g h =
1
(2k − 1)!
c˙ghc
2k−1
g R
k
g +
k
(2k)!
c2kg R
k−1
g R˙
k
gh
=
1
(2k − 1)!
c˙ghR
(2k)
g +
k
(2k)!
c2kg R
k−1
g R˙
k
gh.
Thus, if (X, g) ∈ Hn,k we can use (4.7), (4.8) and (4.10) to check that
S˙(2k)g h =
Cn,kµk
(2k − 1)!
(
(k − 1)κg(c˙gh)g + (n− 2k)(c˙gh)R
(2)
g
)
+
+
k
(2k)!
µkc
2k
g g
2k−2R˙gh.(7.1)
Now notice first that cgg = n implies, after linearization, that (c˙gh)g + cgh = 0,
from which we get
(7.2) (c˙gh)g = −trgh.
On the other hand, the expressions R
(2)
g = cgRg and κg = cgR
(2)
g lead to
(c˙gh)R
(2)
g = κ˙gh− cgR˙
(2)
g h
= κ˙gh− cg(c˙gh)Rg − c
2
gR˙gh.
Also, κg = c
2
gRg implies
κ˙gh = 2cg(c˙gh)Rg + c
2
gR˙gh,
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so that (c˙gh)R
(2)
g = cg(c˙gh)Rg and by (4.18) and (2.16),
(7.3) (c˙gh)Rg = −〈R
(2)
g , h〉.
Finally, if we use (2.5), taking into account that c2kg R˙gh = 0 for k > 1 and
c2k−rg R˙gh = 0 for r < 2k − 2, we obtain
c2kg g
2k−2R˙gh = (2k − 2)!
2k−2∑
r=1
C2kr
r−1∏
i=0
(n− 2− i)
g2k−2−r
(2k − 2− r)!
c2k−rg R˙gh
= (2k − 2)!C2k2k−2
2k−3∏
i=0
(n− 2− i)c2gR˙gh
= k(n− 2)Cn,k c
2
gR˙gh,
that is,
c2kg g
2k−2R˙gh = k(n− 2)Cn,k c
2
gR˙gh(7.4)
Hence, inserting (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) into (7.1), we get
S˙(2k)g h =
Cn,kµk
(2k − 1)!
{
− (k − 1)κgtrgh− (n− 2k)〈R
(2)
g , h〉+
+
k(n− 2)
2
c2gR˙gh
}
,
which in view of (4.6) reduces to
(7.5) S˙(2k)g h = Dn,kµk (∆gtrgh+ δgδgh+ 〈Tg, h〉) ,
were
(7.6) Tg =
1
k(n− 2)
(
(kn+ 2k − 2n)R(2)g − 2(k − 1)κgg
)
and
(7.7) Dn,k =
k2(n− 2)Cn,k
(2k)!
.
Proposition 7.1. If (X, g) ∈ Hn,k then
(7.8) S˙(2k)g h = Dn,kµk
(
∆gtrgh+ δgδgh−
κg
n
trgh
)
.
Proof. It suffices to observe that, due to the Proposition 4.5, g is Einstein, that is,
R
(2)
g =
κg
n
g. 
Remark 7.2. The point of (7.8) is that, computed at manifolds inHn,k, the lineariza-
tion of the 2k-Gauss-Bonnet curvature has, up to a constant, the same expression
as the linearization of the scalar curvature (k = 1); see (2.19).
We shall use this formula for infinitesimal conformal deformations, namely, h =
fg, f ∈ D(X); see (2.27). In this situation, δg(fg) = −df , hence δgδg(fg) = −∆gf ,
and the next corollary is immediate.
Corollary 7.3. If (X, g) ∈ Hn,k then
(7.9) S˙(2k)g (fg) = D
′
n,kLg,
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where
(7.10) Lg = ∆g −
κg
n− 1
and
(7.11) D′n,k = (n− 1)Dn,k.
The following fact about the operator Lg, for (X, g) in the subclass H′n,k, will
play a key role in our analysis.
Proposition 7.4. If (X, g) ∈ H′n,k then either kerLg is trivial or is formed by
constant functions.
Proof. The result is obvious if κg ≤ 0 since ∆g is nonnegative. On the other hand, if
κg > 0, a result due to Lichnerowicz and Obata [2] implies, from the fact that (X, g)
is Einstein, that the first eigenvalue of ∆g is greater than or equal to κg/(n − 1),
with the equality holding if and only if (X, g) is a round sphere. 
8. The proof of Theorem 6.3
Let (X, g0) ∈ H′n,k, so that, in particular, g0 satisfies R
k−1
g0
= µkg0
2k−2, µk 6= 0.
Applying a homothety to g0 we may assume that g0 ∈ M1(X), the space of unit
volume metrics. Hence, we will prove Theorem 6.3 under the condition ν = 1.
In the following, Hrg0(U) will denote the standard Sobolev construction applied
to an open subset U of sections of a vector bundle over X , so that, for instance,
Hrg0(M(X)) is the Hilbert manifold, modeled on H
r
g0
(C1(X)), of metrics with
derivatives up to order r defined almost everywhere and square integrable (with
respect to g0).
Choose r > n2 + 4 and define Br : H
r
g0
(M(X))→ Hr−4g0 (D•(X)) by
Br(g) = ∆gS
(2k)
g −
∫
X
∆gS
(2k)
g νg0 ,
were
D•(X) =
{
ρ ∈ D(X);
∫
X
ρ νg0 = 0
}
.
Since g ∈ Hrg0(M(X)) implies Rg ∈ H
r−2
g0
(C2(X)), Br is well-defined and smooth
due to the local expression for S
(2k)
g , namely,
S(2k)g = en,kδ
i1i2...i2k−1i2k
j1j2...j2k−1j2k
Rj1j2i1i2 . . . R
j2k−1j2k
i2k−1i2k
,
which follows by contracting (2.4), and the fact that, for r−2 > n/2+2 > n/2, the
Sobolev space Hr−2g0 is a Banach algebra with respect to pointwise multiplication
[22].
Lemma 8.1. There exists a neighborhood, say V r, of g0 in H
r
g0
(M
(2k)
1 (X)) which
is a smooth submanifold of Hrg0(M(X)) with Tg0V
r = ker B˙r(g0).
Proof. Note that ∆˙g0 (h)S
(2k)
g0 = 0 for h ∈ C
1(X), due to the fact that S
(2k)
g0 is
constant. Hence we obtain from (7.8) that
B˙r(g0)(h) = ∆g0 S˙
(2k)
g0
(h)
= Dn,kµk∆g0
(
∆g0 trg0h+ δg0δg0h−
κg0
n
trg0h
)
.(8.1)
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Now, let h = fg0 for f ∈ Hrg0(D•(X)), so that, by (7.9),
B˙r(g0)(fg0) = D
′
n,kµk∆g0Lg0f.
Using Proposition 7.4 it is easy to see that B˙r(g0)|Hrg0 (D•(X))g0
is injective and the
Fredholm alternative then implies that
B˙r(g0) : H
r
g0
(C1(X))→ Hr−4g0 (D•(X))
is surjective. The lemma now is a straightforward consequence of the Implicit
Function Theorem and the fact that B−1r (0) =M
(2k)
1 (X). 
Lemma 8.2. If D+• (X) = D•(X) ∩ D
+(X) and
ξr : Hrg0(D
+
• (X))× V
r → Hrg0(M(X))
is the smooth map given by ξr(f, g) = fg then dξr(1,g0) is an isomorphism.
Proof. If dξr(1,g0)(φ, h) = h+φg0 = 0 then h = −φg0 ∈ ker B˙r(g0) so that Lg0∆g0φ =
0. Thus ∆g0φ = 0 by the Proposition 7.4 and φ is constant. But
∫
X
φ νg0 = 0
because V r ⊂ Hrg0(M1(X)) and thus φ = 0, implying that h = 0. This shows the
injectivity of dξ(1,g0).
For the surjectivity note that the decomposition
Im dξr(1,g0) = Tg0V
r ⊕Hrg0(D•(X))g0
already shows that Im dξr(1,g0) is closed in H
r
g0
(C1(X)). Now assume by contra-
diction the existence of h 6= 0 in Hrg0(C
1(X)) orthogonal both to Tg0V
r and
Hrg0(D•(X)g0). It follows from (8.1) that B˙r(g0) has surjective symbol and since
Tg0V
r = ker B˙r(g0) one has the decomposition [9]:
Hrg0(C
1(X)) = Rg0 ⊕ Tg0V
r ⊕ Im B˙r(g0)
∗,
where B˙r(g0)∗ is the L2 adjoint of B˙r(g0). This allows us to write h = B˙r(g0)∗(ϕ),
that is,
h = Dn,kµk
(
(∆2g0ϕ)g0 +∇
2∆g0ϕ−
κg0
n
(∆g0ϕ)g0
)
,
and taking traces,
trg0h = D
′
n,kµkLg0∆g0ϕ.
But,
∫
X
trg0h νg0 = 0 because h is orthogonal toH
r
g0
(D•(X))g0, so if we use Proposi-
tion 7.4,
∫
X
∆g0ϕνg0 = 0 and the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue
λ1(∆g0 ), we get
κg
n− 1
< λ1(∆g0 ) ≤
∫
X
|∇∆g0ϕ|
2νg0∫
X
|∆g0ϕ|
2νg0
=
κg
n− 1
,
a contradiction unless ∆g0ϕ = 0, that is, ϕ is constant and therefore h = 0. 
With Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 at hand the proof of Theorem 6.3 is immediate, fol-
lowing essentially from the fact that objects in the ILH category are defined as
inverse limits of objects in the Hrg0 category as r → +∞. Therefore, we shall omit
the details and refer instead to [14]; see his proof of Theorem 2.5.
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